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It is hard to reach your potential if you don’t feel good in your own skin. If you often reject or punish

yourself, you may find a number of aspects of your life don’t work well. You can develop greater self

acceptance and a better way of managing yourself.

Self rejection can take a number of forms. You may be harsh and critical about your attributes,

disparaging y ourself for being too tall or pale. You may ignore your feelings and needs, such as by
pushing on and on when your body is begging for rest. You may issue pressuring expectations such

as, “I shouldn’t care what anyone thinks,” when your sensitivity is there, like it or not. “I  am such an

idiot” may be a chronic companion when you make mistakes, such as forgetting to return a call or an
email.

You may fear your background: “I would be humiliated if any of my friends knew how dysfunctional
and just plain loud my family was.” If your typical instinct is to hide, you may have what could be
termed “low self acceptance” or “symptoms of rejecting yourself.”

There are way s of increasing self acceptance and feeling better in y our skin. The path to self acceptance, though, is an active

one. You have to do the work.

Normalize: We all have insecurities or things that make us self-conscious. Some feel awkward about how they dress and

others worry that their house isn’t clean enough. Remember that comparisons are inevitable. A dinner party hosted by
someone far outside your wealth level may make y our place seem not shabby -chic, but just plain shabby. It is OK to hav e
insecurities — it is how you respond to them that matters.

Empathize: Have compassion for yourself. Punishing yourself, whether you forgot to pick up the milk or you screamed at
your kids, makes no sense. Intention matters. You don’t have perfect mental or behavioral control over yourself. Build

plenty of slack into the system — into your expectations of yourself and the world. Tennis, like life, involves frequent
mistakes, and even the points of relentlessly practiced pros usually  end on an error. So the next time you blow something, be

gentle with y ourself about it. Lots of us have screwed something up today , too. The key is to learn from your mistakes. You
may  need help, by the way, to draw healthy conclusions. Others can be so much more objective when we are feeling stupid.

Validate: There is usually something v alid, or that makes sense, about why we did what we did or felt what we felt. If you

are afraid, there is a reason why . If you are attracted to someone y ou shouldn’t be, there are factors leading you to be so
drawn. Instead of judging, move to understand. “What triggered me?” “What made me v ulnerable and depleted my  will

power?” “What do I  get out of sleeping in, even though I told myself I would get up early?” T ry to figure out the

consequences that hook you into y our patterns. Work to identify  the subtle values at play in your behav ior. You may realize,
for example, how important lazy Sunday s are to y ou, even though they  weren’t important to your restless father.

Reframe:  You can choose to see yourself as a person of inherent worth and importance, ev en if you don’t  like some of y our
thoughts, feelings or behavior. Y ou can work at seeing the big picture — that you are in some deep sense the same person,

whether you are in a phase where things are working well or in one in which they are falling apart. Circumstances can

accentuate your underly ing v ulnerabilities, which may  have originated from other people’s shortcomings. Some situations are
set-ups for failure. It  is unhelpful to label yourself as unacceptable because you are terribly shy at parties, for example. It is

your responsibility to work on your patterns, but that doesn’t mean that you are bad for having them.

Similarly, separate even your talents and accomplishments from yourself. These resources are nice, but they do not define

you. Enjoy and play to your strengths, work on and around your weaknesses, but don’t take either too seriously. Y ou are not

truly “T he Best!” just because you won your golf league. Y ou are more than your talents.

Identify  behaviors in y ourself or others that most harm your self acceptance. Delay  acting on impulsive, reckless urges. Face

things that injure self-respect (e.g., your mildewed bathroom). Wearing uncomfortable, outdated clothes isn’t going to help

you feel any better. If someone in your life is highly critical five times for every one decent thing they say, y ou best set some
limits. Don’t  forget to nourish y ourself and others either. It will be easier to accept yourself if the way you treat people lines

up with who y ou want to be. When a kind idea darts past, be it a compliment, a thank-you, or an invitation, please seize it .
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In summary, to increase self acceptance, start with a long, slow breath. Compassionately  soothe yourself when you are

feeling hurt, frustrated, disappointed or rejected. Accept that your core worth is not the same as your problems, your

accomplishments, or the number of Facebook “likes” you hav e. Identify your needs and work to get them met, even as you
balance them against the needs of others. Accept that people’s personalities and priorities differ, and that your path needs to

be different than your friend’s path. To be high in self acceptance is to write a life story that feels authentic to y ou, even if

someone else may need to cope with your profound and healthy change.

Ben Johnson, PhD, ABPP, is a clinical psychologist who practices, supervises  and teaches psychotherapy at RICBT, Brown

University and URI. He loves helping people apply a broad range of psychological concepts and strategies to reduce
isolation and improve their moods, relationships, productivity and lives.

Please send comments to Features@ProvidenceJournal.com; be sure to put “Mental Edge” in the subject field. Y ou may
also write to “Mental Edge,” Features Department, The Providence Journal, 75 Fountain St. Providence RI , 02902.
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